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ABS'rRAC'I'. This paper discusses conceptua l and 
experien tia l aspects of helping ma le homosexuals 
who ha ve problems in achievi ng p l e asurable and 
s atisfying sexual experie nces . New helping 
modalities, particularly those of Master s and 
J ohnson , are e xp lored in the context of a case 
study of a single 28 yea r old male who was a ble 
dur ing the course of th e counseli ng relationship 
to atta in greater sexual pleasure and emotional 
sati sfaction both by himself a nd with a par tner 
by breaking out of a patte rn of unfu lfi lling 
masturbation . The conclus ion r eached is that 
non- a nalytica l approache s used successful ly by 
"n e w sex therapists " with committed heter osexual 
c oupl es can work equally well with single homo
s exual men . 
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Three somewhat related phenome na have c1nverged t o open 

doors to a hitherto unavailable sour ce of help for same-sex 

oriented people experiencing problems in achi\:!ving sexual and 
I 

emotional fulfillment wi t h partne rs. This paper draws upon a l l 

three of the s e factors : (1) the new s e x therapy pioneered 

chiefly by Masters and Johnson (1966 , 1970) ; (2) counseling 

approaches that differ from the cla ssic psychoanalytic model ; 

and (3) the growing acceptance of s a me- sex re l ationships both 

by society and by the helping p rofessions . 

All three factors share a departure from the view pr e 

viously held by society and professionals that not only all 

homose xual practice s but also hetero sexual p r oblems, such as 

impotence, premature ejaculation and related orgasmic failures 

a re abnormalities which can be tre ated solely by self - disciplin e 

or by intensive psychoa nal ysis concentrating on the revelation 

of under l ying causes . 

It is important to note a t the outset that these three 

trends are not altogether revoluti onary. For instance , the 

above-stated view of abnormality and its treatment has not been 

. ' 
universally held by professionals over the years. The unsatis -

fying and ambiguous nature of the ories used to condemn homo

sexuality has bothered psychi atrists and others for some time . 

Freud (1908 , 1959) h imsel f had doubts about the cause and treat

ment of homosexuality . The l a ck of ev idence about " cures " for 

homosexuality probably p l ayed the lar gest role in changing p r o 

fessional attitudes about homosexuality . The Wolfenden report 
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(1957) to the British Parliament which l ed ta _abolition in 
! 

the United Kingdom of criminal sanctions against homosexuality 

1 . \ d . f re ie heavily on the act that there was a total absence of 

reference in the medical literature to a complete change in 

those oriented to persons of the same sex . 

It may be that psychiatrists continued to trea t homo

sexua l ity as a disorder for some time before the official change 

in 1974 by the American Psychiatric Association of its diag

nostic categories because so many patients coming to a . therapist 

made exp l icit or tacit contracts for change . In that sense , 

it is still appropriate for a professional helper to move in 

the direction of a client who is sure he wants to give up 

relationships with his same sex . The literature is not devoid 

of exampl es of "successful" r eorientation of homosexuals , but 

one must look shar ply at the references to notice that in all 

such recorded instances the patient himself wanted to change 

his same-sex behavior. 

Thi s paper does not cover the aspect of reorientation 

therapy . Instead, it focuses on the subject of helping men 

preferring their same- sex orientation to achieve greater 

satisfaction from the ir sexual relationships . The impetus 

for the paper stems largely from the lack of attention to 

this specific topic in the literature . The aim here is to 

explore concepts and experience in helpi ng same- sex or i ented 

males with blockages to sexual fulf illment in the hope that 
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approach e s can b e institutionalize d and made more widely 

available . Unf ortunately , the data base for the paper is 

limi ted , and further research and e xperimentation are need e d 

to expand on the issues discussed here . 

Definitions 

It is necessary to define some terminology and set l imits 

on the inquiry . First of all, the phrase "male-oriente d " is 

used because the study concerns only ma les, with no assumptions 

made or implied tha t the concepts and expe riences elucidated 

here apply to woman-oriented women . The term " homosexual" is 

avoided, b e cause it has become so f reighted wi th the very 

taboos and misunderstandings that the new atti tude already 

mentioned rejects . The use of the t erm "homosexua l " can be 

overly restrictiv e since it tends t o be applied to ind ividuals 

in a way that make s their s exua l behavior the most significant 

characteristic of their personality . One would not usually 

chara~terize h e t e rosexual males mainly in terms of their sexuality. 

Al.so, the t e rm " sexua l dysfunction" is not used in the 

paper, _because it places a mechanistic aura a round sexuality 

counse ling . A broader term such as " sexual problems" or 

"blockages to sexual fulfillment " is pref erred. Even where the 

term "sexual dysfunction" is used by the new sex therapists in 

the literature, it seems to do an injustice to the concepts 

elaborated by them. 

Moreover , the term "sexual dysfunction" is often used in 

the literature without definition . For example , in the work 
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of Helen Singer Kapl an (1974) t h e reader is forced to con

struct a definition of sexual dysfunction by inference . That 
\ 

is, since she writes mostly about impotence, premature ejac-

ulation , and other orgasmic failures, one must assume that 

these problems define dysfunction. Similarly, Masters and 

Johnson (1970) appe ar not to have bothered with a definition 

of sexual dysfunction. The impression created by their work 

is that whatever a couple regard as unsatisfactory s e xual 

functioning could be considered a dysfunction . Masters and 

Johnson (1970) emphasize that t hey treat a r e l a t i onship and not 

a pattern of behavior , much less a single so-called dys£unctional 

partner . A client ' s sel f - definition is also important to 

Masters and Johnson ' s work becaus e t he ir experience ha s shown 

that s e lf- concepts and belief systems are probably the mos t 

crippling factors . In one of the few i talicized portions of 

t heir book, Human Sexual Inadequacy (1 970) , Masters and Johnson 

say : 

• l 

It should be restated that f ear of inade
quacy is the g reate st known det e rrent to 
effective sexua l f unc t ioning , simply be
cause it so comple t e ly distra c t s the f e arful 
i ndivi dual f rom his o r he r na t ura l r e s pon
sivity by blocking r e c epti on of s e xua l 
stimuli e ither cre ated by or r e flected from 
the sexual partner . (p. 12) 

The writer ~oncludes , then , that it is preferable to use 

genera l terms , such as " sexual p r oblem" or " blockage to sexual 

f u lfillment." The team of Masters and Johnson would undoubtedly 
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agree that , since the aim of sex therapy is not orgasmic per

formance , it is misleading to place emphasis on specific 

orga smic fai lures . The work of Masters and Johnson , in f act , 

t akes on real meaning on l y when one realizes that successful 

t reatment comes from helping clients move away f rom goal and 

performance orie ntation in favor of gener al sensate pleasure 

and emotional we ll- being . Integration of sexual behavior into 

t h e whole psycho-socia l being is stressed by Maste r s and Johnson 

since that approach i s consider ed to lead t o satisfactory 

sexual behavior as well as to emotiona l fulfillme nt. 

One final t erm , " counseling " , needs some expl anation . 

The reasons for -employing that word rather tha n "psychotherapy " 

are several . Fir st , th e author gained his initia l experience 

he lping people in the context of the Gay Men's Counseling 

Co l l ective of Washington, D. C. The Coll ective , a group of 20 

men who range in age , background , and training, do not consider 

that the y practice p sychotherapy . Instead , the group emphasizes . 
that it.s work is "peer counseling", in which t he helper shows 

the cli ent that they share similar experiences and probl ems . 

"Peer counseling " can be regarded as off e ring advice and support 

rather than ana~ysis or confrontation . Occasionally, the 

Collective , which .does not receive reimbursement for its s ervices , 

refers clients to professional psychoth e rapists . 

Another reason the author uses the term "counseling" is 

that other professionals, a s well as the statutory law, consider 
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psychotherapy as a special category of treat~1ent defined in 

varying degrees of exactitude. For instance, i n the District 

of Columbia , it is illegal to offer psychothe\rapy for a fee 

without a license . In Title 2 of the District of Columbia laws , 

sec tion 2- 482 , psychotherapy i s defined as " the use of learning 

or other psychological behavioral modification methods in a 

professional relationship to assist a person to modify fee l ings , 

attitudes , and behavior which are intellectually , social ly or 

emotionally maladjustive or ineffecti ve ". 

Nevertheless , there are few satisfying attempts in the 

l i terature to define psychotherapy and contrast it with 

couns eling. Both therapists and counselors are corning to 

appreciate the illusory quality of the distinction, which may 

h ave most ly to do with the level of training and othe r va l uable 

credentials such as the acade mic discipline to which the person 

i s related . Masters defines therapy as "whatever works ," 

accor1i ng to Ms. Dor othy De Moya , R . N. (Note 1) , a sex therapist 

trained with her husband by Masters and Johnson , who provided 

guidapce for this paper and the case work described below. 

I t is not worthwhile to belabor further the distinction 

between counseling and therapy any more t han it is to make 

strenuous efforts t o categorize new forms and approaches to 

helping re l ationships . What is probabl y occurring in the 

h e l ping professions is a growing together of concepts and 

approaches . A brief discussion of old and new approaches to 

h e l ping peopl e with their relationships fo l l ows . Subsequent 
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to that discussion is a capsule account of the Masters and 

J ohnson model. The bu l k of the paper thereafter is a case 

his tory which serves to elucidate some of the approaches and 

concepts discussed, followed by a concluding statement con

cerning t h e directions that can be taken in h elping male

oriented men with their sexual problems . 

Traditional ~pproache s to Sexuality Pr oblem Solving 

Scientific and professional attention to sexual problems 

was first the province of physicians and educators. Early 

progress was · made with patients s uffering from hormonal 

deficiencies , genital malformations, or the effects of disease 

on s exua l behavior . However, very little was accomplished by 

medica l means in curing impotence , frigidity , premature ejac

ula tion, or other orgasmic inadequacies . It was r ecognized 

that i nvol ved in s uch problems was a mixture of both emotional 

and physiological components, but l ittl e was known about t heir 

i nterrelationship. 

The initial breakthroughs with respect to this inter

r e l at~onship were made by t hose trained in tra ditional medi cine 

who were intereste d in exploring the emotional components of the 

problem. I n the early studies of hysteria by Freud and Breuer 

(1895 ) , t he sexual origins of physical ailments were identified. 

The focus in these studies was on ailme nts, which in Freud ' s 

opinion , were s ymptoms of sexually- re l ated hysteric reactions 

tha t r e sulted in paral ysis , headaches, t witche s, stuttering 
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and the like . 

Many of Freud's successors concentrated on what they 

termed pathological sexual disorders , as exemplified by the 

work of Krafft-Ebbing (1894). Unfortunately, such work be-

came infected with morality which had no relationship to 

experimental or clinical data . Such writers became sermonizers , 

thus affecting profoundly the work of sex educators and popular 

writers who followed them. For instance, Krafft- Ebbing stated 

that the problem for man was to restrain his sexual drive , and , 

for this purpose , rel igion, law, e ducation, and morality had 

been created by society to help bridle man ' s passion . Despite 

such help, Krafft-Ebbing feared that ma n was always in danger 

of sinking from the height of pure, chaste love into the mire 

of conunon sensuality. To retain his morality , man, according 

to Krafft- Ebbing, had to fight a constant struggle with natural 

impulses: 

Only characters endowed with strong 
wills are able to completely eman
cipate themselves from sensuality 
and share in that pure love f r om 
which springs the noblest joys of 
human life (p. 5). 

It is easy to understand how with this viewpoint Krafft

Ebbing was l ed to theorizing that s exua l abnormality resulted 

either from frequent abuse of the sexual organs (e.g. , mastur

bation} or from an inherited abnormal constitution of the 

central nervous system. This attitude, in turn, l ed to the 
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view that every kind of sexual activity except that leading to 
\ 

procreation was a psychopathologic act . Kra fft-Ebbing grew to 
I 

scorn with equal emphasis homosexuals and handkerchief 

collectors . 

With such a base , it is not surprising to find that 

physicians, p sychiatrists, and educators b e came increasingly 

prone either to guesswork about sexual problems or to moraliz ing . 

This habit, combined with the pressure s of societal taboos, 

kept professionals from true scientific inquiry into the real 

dynamics of sexual function i ng and malfunct ioning . Neverthele ss , 

traditional psychoanalytic practice did not lose sight of 

sexual and emotiona l problems as essentially intertwine d . The 

treatment conce ntrated on analys is in which the patient sought 

to gain insights into his self, i . e . his unconscious , and to 

work through the transference in order to free blockages to 

normal functioning . 

The only other standard source of he lp for most people in 

the first half of this century was the work of so- called sex 

educators . The most popular text was Ide al Marriage by T.H . 

Van de Velde (1926). Al though the book was widely used as a 

self-help handbook, its basic emphasis on a caring attitude 

between partners stops short of specific guidance for sexual 

problems . For instance, in only two pages is there any dis

cussion of impotence. The author considered it sufficient to 

urge moderation in sexual activity and rest as a cure for 

temporary impotence. 
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As a result of the lack of a systematic treatment program 

base d on successful case data, couples having sexual proble ms 

founa few places to go for help. This is best typified by a 

story (De Moya, R.N . Note 2) told about a couple eventually 

seen at the Masters and Johnson clinic in St . Louis . The pair 

had had essentially non- orgasmic s exual relations for their 

entire married life--over forty years. Traditional analytical 

psychotherapy had not yielded results , and , out of desperation, 

the couple decided to track down the author of a well- known 

self-help sexuality handbook . Impulsively, they went to the 

author ' s apartment in New York City . After begging the physician

author to help -them , the couple were told frankly by the author 

that he only wrote books and did not treat patients for sexual 

problems. 

It was Kinsey (1948) who broke the scie ntific ice by being 

the first person to gather statistical data openly on human 

sexua;li ty, largely through surveys and interviews. Apart from 

its contribution to the accurate portrayal of actual sexual 

behavior patterns, the Kinsey work helped to destroy t aboos by . \ 
showing convincingly that large numbers of people practice 

sexual acts usually conside red forbidden. Kinsey also pointed 

out how the inadcuracy of previous studies served to reinforce 

taboos . For insta nce, most works cited without critical review 

the earlier e stimate of 2 to 5% as the incidence of homosexuality 

among males. Exposing those early estimates as the product of 
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guesswork and mere gossip , Kinsey , using accepted statistical 

sampling methods, revealed that among males who r emained un

married until the age of 35, almost half had had h omosexua l 

experience s between adolescence and age 35, and at least a 

third of the entire male population had had some homosexual 

expe rience between adolescence and old age. Moreover, Kinsey 

demonstrated that , if anything, these estimates might be con

servative ones. 

Fol lowing Kinse y , there was an acceleration of research 

dealing with various hitherto unexplored aspects of sexuality. 

Work by Olds and Milner (19 54) d emonstrated the existence 0£ 

a physical p l easure center in the brain. Hormonal determinants 

of sexuality were explored by Money and Ehrhardt (1971) . 

Such work was the necessary p r e lude to Masters and Johnson . 

although it contained a paucity o f data on the physiological 

dimensions of sexual behavior as they might relate to tre atment 

of problems in relationships . 

Anbther emphasis in the historical background of sexuality 

c ouns~ling has to do with those non- traditi onal he lping modal

ities which focus more generally on relationship problems rather 

than specifically on sexuality . A brief account of this 

emphasis follows . 

New Approaches 

The engrafting of new approache s on to t he classical 

analytic t reatment model has been a gradual process in which 
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traditionally trained therapists have playealthe dominant role. 

The process is 

Freud to Jung, 

one which can be seen histori cally, moving 

\ 
Adle r , Maslow and Roge rs. \ 

from 

If one were to search for a common ground o f traditional 

analytic work , one would probably emphasize the client working 

through unconscious determinants of his presenting problem or 

problem behavior by exploring the client ' s histor y. On the 

other hand, the thread running through new approaches could 

fairly be called its emphasis on "here and now" with little 

concern for the past . The focus of the new work is often on 

actual present beha vior , and the role of the the rapist is to 

hel p the client see the unworkability of his b e lief systems and 

perceptions and to take respon s ibility for change s in his 

situation . Some of the new approaches do thi s through c ognitive 

processes, while others conce ntrate on bodily f unctions and 

exercises . The various new schools of t herapy that have emerged 

have different name s but share these emphases : Gestalt Therapy 

(Per l s/ 1969) , Reality Therapy (Glasser , 1974), Rational- E1}lotive 

Therapy (Ellis , 1973) , Bioenergetics (Lowen , 1975) a n d Trans

actional Analysis (Berne , 1964) . 

The work of Glasser (1974) typifi es the d eparture from 

c l ass ic psychoanalytic approaches which conce ntrate on explor

a tion of the past. For example , faced with a d epressed patient , 

Gl asser will press the patient to seei ng the need t o doing some

thi ng othe r t h an merely feeling depressed . The patient is aske d 

t o take r esponsibility for action in order to move from a 
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11 stuck II position to new habits and behavior ~,hich, through 

actual experience , show the patient that h e can change his 

situation and eventually his feelings . \ 
Although the goal of these n ew approaches is to h e lp 

the client change his behavior through his own actions , the 

therapist or counselor avoids telling the client what to do 

or how to do it. Instead, the therapist offers options and 

alternatives , encouraging the c l ient to experime nt with various 

suggested actions. The emphasis throughout is on allowing the 

client to be responsible not only for change , but also for 

perceiving reality as it actually is. The k e y to success then 

is held by the client . 

Although the new approaches emphasize behavior and behavior 

change , which the client controls, the process begins with 

the client exploring his own feelings , needs , and wants , as we ll 

as his potentials and strengths. Here , too, the focus is on 

the client setting the course of the therapy . The role of the 
' 

helper :is to guide the c lient in his journey of self-exploration. 

Techniques used by the helper in this guiding process , a s 
•• 

illustrated by the author in the case study which follows , are 

available in a wide , diverse body of concept and experience . 

In the author ' s approach , the choice of techniques i s eclectic 

and determined by the unique personality of the client and 

moment of the counseling relati onship . 

At the risk of over- simplification the techniques can be 

listed briefly at this poi nt and illustrated l ater in some 
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detail in the body of the case history: 

1) Client- ce ntered therapy (Rogers , The technique 

associated with Rogers is often called " reflective listening" 

in which the counselor concentrates on listening closely to 

what the client is saying and then feeds back not only the 

gi st of those statements but also their underlying nuances . 

What is important is that the counselor works to locate the 

client ' s immediate leve l of feeling at the actual moment of the 

counseling session. Another way to put it is that the counselor 

attempts to " be with" the clie nt . In this proce ss it is equally 

important that the counse lor not shrink from showing the client 

where the counselor is, revealing and disc losing himse lf to 

t he client in order to build trust and free-flowing e xpression. 

The counselor aims at giving support and showing empathy for 

the client . The goal is often to permit the client to accept 

himsetf , an essential first step to taking responsibility for 

one 's £eelings and actions . 

. ~> Exploring the " inner self" through dreams (Faraday, 1 974). 

Ann Faraday, a British psychotherapist, has evolved a new method 

for he lping a client interpret his own dreams . Her approach 

is based on actual clinical experience and research with dreams 

which revealed nightly patterns of dreaming. Faraday ' s con

c lusions based on her work with clients are that each dream 

carries a new message from the unconscious that charts a course 

of action for a person through his inhibitions and his situational 

difficulties. The process begins by first expl oring the obj ective 
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aspects of the dream s equence and events . The objective level 

of a dream can be represented by a dream in Jhich the person , 

for example , dreams that he is falling down a\ sta.irs, calling 

to mind that there may be a torn carpet on the stairs needing 

repair. The message here is that the dreamer should fix that 

carpet. The second l evel is symbolic in which the counselor 

and the dreamer explore various meanings attached to events 

and persons in the dream i n a manner not too dissimilar from 

that used by Freud or Jung. The last stage in the dream self

analysis relies on Gestalt techniques by which the client 

selects figures in the dream and carries on a conversation 

with them, letting the first thing which pops into the client's 

mind guide the conversation . The client plays all roles in

cluding himself as the questioner . Ultimately, the dreamer 
~ 

integrates all of the phases, symbols and conversations and 

decides what the dream is trying to tell him . 

3) Spiritual and bodily awareness . There is a growing 

realization in the helping community that traditional as well 

as non- traditional religious or spiritual concepts can play a 

dramatically strong role in releasing the power within a client 

to solve his emotional problems. Ornstein (1972) and others 

have recently attempted to integrate the body of psychological 

learning with religious experiences , particularly those of 

the East. Experimentation with so- called "higher states of 

consciousness" is demonstrating that ancient and o£ten esoteric 
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Eastern religious practices bear a striking similarity with 

new approaches to bodily and spiritual aware~ess, such as 

I . . biof eedback and bioenergetics . Great stress is put on bodily 
\ 

relaxation, meditation and spiritual revelation . The author ' s 

own experiences have been with the Arica movement, first 

document ed by Lilly (1972) after his exposure to the initial 

Arica training s ess ion led by Arica ' s founder, Oscar Ichazo . 

Arica is a body of concepts and exercises which blends psycho

logical lea rning with Eastern religious practices designed to 

release subtle body energies . To some extent these body 

e nergies are experienced as l eading to spiritual growth and 

insights through meditation, relaxation exercises and even 

c a listhenics modeled on traditional Yoga . 

Little of the work embodied in these new technique s and 

approaches r e late specifi cally to helping solve sexual problems. 

For this aspect one must turn to Masters and Johnson . However, 

before doing so, one must recognize that the Masters and Johnson 

approach does build on the new helping modalities . Two ex

amples of the work of others in the behavior or action-oriented 

fie l d demonstrate that Masters and Johnson work can be related 

to the new helping moda lities which are the subject of this 

section of the paper . 

The first of these exampl es is the work of those who s t ress 

t he need , as do Masters and Johnson , to treat the r e lationship 

and not the problem or the problem partner . Again, it is 

important to note the conscious d eparture from traditional 
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psychoanalysis . Bach and Deutsch (1970) are practitioners 

who he lp partners to communicate better and work together to 

overcome barriers to a satisfying relations hip. Bach and 

Deutsch term their approach "pairing" . They view traditiona l 

analysis as striving to create successful relationships by 

working with each individual partner; whereas "pairing" con

c entrates on the re l ationship. Their analogy states : To 

build a fire , don ' t concentrate on the logs but the fire (p . 26) . 

Another school of treatment , in this case specifically 

related to sexual problem- solving, goes by the name of behavior 

modification or desensitization. The literature in this field 

is still scanty. A recent review of that literature by Glick 

(19 75) revealed reports on only 13 cases of impotence and 33 

cases of frigidity treated with behavior modification techniques . 

The approach, best described by a typi cal example recounted 

below, is a far lengthier one than that used by Masters and 

Johnson. The same literature search just noted t abul ated 

treatment time and found t hat mean treatment time was 9 . 8 months 

and involved 30.6 interview sessions . By contrast , Masters and 

J ohnson work with a couple for 8 days to two weeks, a l beit in 

settings exc l usive of any other acti vities for the pair during 

that time. 

An interesting reported example of behavior modification 

or desensitization concerns the search of a hithe rto male- oriented 

man to achieve a successful sexual relationship with a woman he 
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was attached to emotionally. (Lo Piccolo and Lobwitz , 1972) . 

The man was living with the woman, who was a f el low graduate 

student at the time . He came to the therapist with the woma n 
\ 

to discuss how their sexual life , characterized by impotence on 

the ma n ' s part , could be improve d . The therapist decided to 

concentrate on the patie nt ' s masturbation habits . Using 

Polaroid pictures of his partner , the ma n was taught a relax

ation technique while continuing to masturbate with homosexual 

fantasies , but gradually introducing a hete rosexual fantasy 

(using the pictures of his partner) when nearing climax again . 

In time , t he man reported ly became satisfie d with heterosexua l 

fantasy , and a successful sexual relationship emerge d with his 

fema l e partner . 

This kind of therapy is mentioned -to underscore the fact 

that although Masters and Johnson have reported and docume nted 

the l argest amount of succe ss with their approach to sexuality 

problem- solving, there are other methods which may prove equal ly 

useful . In this context , one other method needs to be mentioned , 

one largely medical in its emphasis . Maddison (1973) reports 

succ~Ss in treati ng impotence through the use o f sex hormones 

and drugs , such as mesterlone , in order to restore erective 

c apaci ty . 

The Masters and Johns on Mode l 

Masters and Johnson have made two major contributions to 

t he subject of sexual ity, one to the physio l ogy of sexual 

f unctio ning , a nd t h e other to psychotherape u t ic practice . 
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Prior to the Masters and Johnson effort , a therapist attempting 
f 

to treat sexual disorders was at a serious disadvantage in not 
~ 

havirlg access to reliable physiologic data . In many cases·, 

t herapists were operating on incorrect assumptions . The 

inaccuracies regarding vaginal orgasm, for example , plagued the 

f i eld for years , leading some to suggest that clitoral stimu

l ation reflect ed a deep- seated neurosis . Masters and Johnson 

(1966) , through actual observation under laboratory conditions , 

demonstrated cont l usively that there is onl y one kind of female 

orgasm, having both clitoral and vaginal components . 

This breakthrough was part of the outcome of the exhaustive 

research progranr conducted by Masters and Johnson. For almost 
-

twenty years , the pair observed and recorded approximately 

1 4 , 000 sexual acts, including every conce ivable condition i n 

heterosexual behavior . These studies have given practitioners 

what is regarded as the basic psychophysiology of human sexual 

f unctioning . The major description of thi s research is fou nd 

i n the -couple ' s first book , Human Sexual Response (1966). 

Unti l this wor k , sexual behavior had never been directly . \ 
and systemati cally studied i n a scientific fashion . Accurate 

data were , for the most part , absent in the literature . Us i ng 

c ameras and mechan ica l devices , Masters and Johnson were able 

t o catal og t he v·arieties of coital experiences. 

Even if the Masters and Johnson work had stopped at t he 

point of recording and describing bodily phenomena as s ociated 
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with sexual activity , therapists probably would h ave been able 

to go forward more successfully in treating sexual prob l e ms , 

since basic data were made available by the research. 
\ 

However, the pair did not stop at the descriptive l e vel . 

With their second major work, Human Sexual Inadequacy (1970), 

Masters and Johnson described successful treatment methods based 

on . eleven years of daily clinical work involving over 500 

couple s referred to their Reproductive Biology Research 

Foundation in St. Louis, Missouri . 

The connection between their earlier descriptive work and 

their therapeutic approach is a vital and intimat e one, since 

the two regard ignorance of basic sexual physiology , r einf orced 

by social cultural deprivation, as the etiological background 

for most sexual dysfunctions . ConsequSntly, as one British 

author has noted (Haslam, 1975), this emphasis on ignorance as 

the basis of most couples ' problems allows for a treatment 

approach that is short term , educative , and supportive . This 

approach has met with verified success, in contrast to the 

meager results of traditional medical and psychoanalytic methods . . . 
It is interesting to realize that all Masters and Johnson 

c lients are referred by other practitioners, most of them 

psychoanalysts a~d therapists . Thus , although the Masters and 

J ohnson approach_ purports to differ from traditiona l therapy 

modalities in that it treats behavior and symptoms rather than 

explores background issues such as motivation, psychological 

symptoms (e . g . , depression, anger)~ or marital differences, 

there is no way to be certain that the previous analytic 
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experience has not contributed importantly t~> the successful 

treatment of the couples. \ 
\ • 

Moreover , although not emphasized or described in any 

detail, it seems obvious from reading Masters and Johnson , as 

well as from talking to other pra ctitioners trained by the pair, 

that extensive discussion about emotional issues is an important 

focus of the approach . 

The characteristics of the Masters and Johnson methodology 

can be listed briefly : 

· •. 

Treat the relationship, not the dysfunctional 
partner . 

Isolate the couple from everyday routine and 
stresses for two weeks of intensive, daily 
sessions with therapists . 

Use pair therapists, usually husbands and 
wives themselves . 

Begin with abstinence, and gradually focus 
on general sensate pleasure with non-goal 
and non-performance criteria . 

Consider history-taking as a continual and 
detailed process. 

Concentrate on partner communications. 

Give specific suggestions to encourage a 
coupl e ' s opportunity to experience their 
response to non- demand pleasuring . 

Do not disclose information identified in 
single partner history- taking sessions with 
the other partner without specific permission . 

Provi de positive reinforcement for progress . 

Integrate sexual progress with the overall 
psycho-social personalities of the coup l e . 

Masters and Johnson have carefully documented their 

success and failure record. By following up on their patients 
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for as long as five years after therapy , the pair calculated an 

average 25 % failure rate . The chief category of failure was 

with rel ationships in which the male partner had a problem of 

attaining an erection at the outset (primary impotence). The 

authors detailed what they saw as reasons for this fai l ure in 

their second book , Human Sexual Inadequacy (1970). Many of the 

cases of failure were traced to therapeutic approaches which 

the authors have since changed or discarded. 

Appl ication of Concepts to Treating Male-Oriented Men-- Case Study 

Whereas a significant body of literature and c l inical data 

on sexuality therapy is beginning to develop for heterosexual 

couples , there are next to no data publ ished on helping single 

individuals, be they heterosexual or homosexual . This writer 

conducted a biblicgraphic search with the help of the National 

Library of Medicine using the MEDLARS data bank . The search 

revealed no article on the topic of sexuality therapy for male

oriented men . Searches were also made in the card catalogs of 

both th~ National Library of Medicine and the Library of Congress 

for books and articles on the topic . Al l searches unearthed 

nothing about theory or practice in treating gay males for 

sex ual problems except those wishing to change their orientation. 

This writer turned to practical experi ence in order to 

e xplore theory and practice that might he l p mal e - oriented men 

in their sexual relationships . Under t h e guidance of a Masters 

and J ohnson-trained therapist, Ms . Dorothy de Moya , R. N., and 
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with the support and advice of fellow members of the Gay Men ' s 

Counseling Coll ective of Washington, D.C., this writer has pro

vided h e lp to several male-oriented men with their sexual 

problems . One such client is the subject of the case study 

described and analyzed b elow . 

Roy (pseudonym) was a 28 year old , white , employed male . 

He presented himself at the f irst counseling session as being 

troubled by the fact that he had not been involved in a steady, 

committed relationship, and feared that he was never going to 

be so invol ved because of his belief that men were r epelled by 

his sexual pattern. He r eported i nability to experience orgasm 

with a partner except by masturbating himsel f . Attempts at 

oral and anal intercourse did not reach orgasm, although he was 

able to have and maintain an erection . 

While masturbating , either with or without a partner, Roy 

invariably reached orgasm by fantasizing a man having sexual 

intercourse with a woman. In the fantasy the man had very 

recognizable features and was usually someone Roy had been 

attracted to that day . The woman in the fantasy was never 
• t 

recognizable and did not seem to be the object of any interest 

or excitement to Roy . In the fantasy there usually would be 

extensive and exciting preparation in which the man was somewhat 

aggressive in pursuing the woman and undre ssing her . Roy 

reported be coming more excited when the man undressed and 

revealed an attract i ve body. He reached orgasm when the man 

began i ntercourse with the woman. 
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Roy also reported that he masturbated by himself quite fre-

1 . 
quently , usually at least once a day and sometimes three times 

a day. In doing so, he experienced orgasm only by a vigorous 
I 

action in which there was substantial pressure in the down 

stroke against the pubic bone but no pleasure or sensation in 

or on the penis. Explicit details of sexual activity obtained 

in follow-up history-taking s e ssions provided many of the 

details reported above . Attitudes and other general behavior 

are also important to uncover in history-taking. History-taking 

is also a way of providing feedback to the client and being 

with him in the "here and now" and not for purposes of psycho

genic analysis . 

At the outset , Roy appeared somewhat shy, r eserved, and 

"closed in" although he was articulate, intelligent and appeared 

to have definite ideas of what he wanted and regarded as impor

tant values . For instance, he was determined to have a love 

relationship, sure that he had warmth and caring to contribute . 

Much of this was exhibited to the author in his reported day

dreams of lying in bed with another man with whom he could 

exchah ge gentleness , fondling and intimate conversation. He 

did not report any "ideal" love object and was attracted to 

many men, mostly his own age, and with similar "masculine" 

characteristics. 

Roy displayed no guilt over his male orientation but was 

severely disturbed by his fantasy . He had been in intensive 

psychoanalysis for four years, and although quite frustrated 
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and sometimes angry over the lack of progress in that process, 
l 

was left with the nagging suspicion that his fantasy meant he 

was basically heterosexual . He was not conscfously attracted 

to women and had had no sexual contacts with them. Analysis 

also seemed to leave him with the b e lief that there is some 

repressed experience which is the key to a successfu l relation

ship with another man. 

The author was concerned about conducting treatment with 

Roy while he was still in analysis , and suggested that he might 

wish to inform his analyst . Roy chose not to do so. This 

presented a question o f conflict, as well as one of professional 

ethics that was never resolved . It is also open to speculation 

as to what effect the analysis had on the treatme nt. 

In the first session with Roy, various options and con

ditions were discussed. This writer made clear to Roy that he 

was not an accredited, experienced sex therapist , and if he 

were, no guarantees could be made. Agreement was reached to 

emphasi~e actual sexual behavior, leaving the door open to 

integrating other aspects of his life and emotional problems in 

·~ the counseling . The contract made was to meet every week for 

an undetermined amount of time. Average counseling sessions 

over four months lasted from one and one-half to two and one

half hours. 

In the first session, this writer a l so informed Roy that 

his sexual pattern was not unusual among gay men , and that 

fantasizing while relating sexually to a partner was 
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quite common among both heterose xual and homosexua l 

In this discussion, the counse l ing obj e ctive 
1
wa s to 
I 

permission to continue his pre sent pattern of sexual 
I 

couples. 

give Roy 

activity 

if that was what he d esire d . Howe ve r, Roy was quite determine d 

to seek other pleasurable outlets for his sexuality, not only 

for their own sake- -satisfaction and fulfillment--but also i n 

order to be confident that he could keep a partne r and maintain 

a relationship . 

Roy ' s fear that his sexuality was wrong and repell ent to 

others was only one of the pressures he felt . In the first 

session ' s history-taking , it was revealed that his peers had 

told h im that his pattern represented a form of impotence and 

over-sensitivity . He continued t9 experience feelings of loss 

and yearning for a person with whom he h a d f elt l ove. This 

person, Tim (pseudonym), had , without much explanation , ter

minated their relationship. 

It can be seen from the above de scription that Roy illus

trated the power of fear as a major deterrent to effective 

sexual functioning and pleasure . Masters and Johnson (1970) 

emphasize the importance of removing at the outset the sel f 

imposed pressures to perform as one of the means of eliminating 

the fear of inadequacy. Because of this fear pattern , this 

writer considered it not too early in the counseling re l ation

ship to allow Roy to see his apparent strengths. Even if just 

first impressions (though later confirmed) , these apparent 

strengths seemed important to feed back to Roy because of their 
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positive value in breaking down the fear pattern . llope , even 

for counselors , is a good commodity in which to indulge . At 

any rate, the writer was struck by Roy ' s warmth , his sensitivity, 

his capacity for love and giving , and his sincerity . 

Roy was also told it would be best to forget the words of 

his peers and to be aware of the self-imposed pressures from 

which he was suffering. The first step toward personal growth 

is often awareness of the " should" and "must" message s that 

f l ash into one ' s head during the day . Related to this pattern 

of fear and ~bligation was Roy ' s self-image as victim . Both 

Arica teachings and Ge stalt approaches stress the need to 

learn a new way _to communicate to one s e lf, to learn a language 

other than that fed by the superego or "top dog ". In this 

context , Roy was told t ha t perhaps insfead of seeing himself as 

a hopeless victim of fate or deep-seated neurosis , he might 

only be a " late bloomer" . 

In the second session , various approaches and e xperiments 

were discussed. This writer attempted to show Roy that the 

counselor had no completel y thought- out plan fo~ him and that 
~ 

i t was all right to experiment. Roy was quite comfortable with 

the notion of trying out new approaches, recognizing that new 

acti ons were worth the chance particularly because nothing was 

be i ng risked . Moving forward could lose him nothing and gain 

him much . 

Roy was told about the various techniques and exercises 

used by other therapists, and the successful treatme nt that 
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ensued from them . One approach discussed was the use of a 

sexual surroga te . Roy was uncomfortable with th i s technique , 

and it was discarded. In the experience of this author , shy 

or withdrawn individuals ofte n find it difficult to ha v e sexual 

contact with another outside the context o f an emotional bond 

with the other. 

I t i s also important to note in this conne ction that 

Masters and Johnson res tri ct their practice to , and have observed 

success only with committed r e lationships . Ge nital s e x , after 

a ll, i s only one aspe ct of the interaction between s exual 

excitement and affection , and , therefore , needs to be understood 

in that respect . Re l a ted t o this contextual understanding is 

t he Masters and Johnson experience of witnessing how the break

down in communica tion between two people ha d a direct c orre lation 

with sexual problems . 

The second approach discussed with Roy was the usefulne ss 

of abstaini ng altogether from autoerotic s e xual activity , i n

cluding masturbation . Roy was receptive to t his information 

since he felt t hat h is pat tern of masturbation was excessi~e. 

Abstinence s e rve s two purposes . F i r st , it c ontributes to the 

r elaxati on of self- impos ed performance pressures . Secondly , 

i t a l l ows awareness of sexual d e sire to accelerate, and thus 

be more readily a vailable for other sexual outlets . Roy ' s 

problem was perhaps se l f - perpe tuati ng and habituating . That 

i s , h i s frequent patter n of masturbation was a s e xual rut , and 

possibly , t h i s made it difficult for Roy to invest sexual energy 
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in the context of a relationship . Roy decid9d, the n, to 

practice abstinence. Afte r giving Roy time to experiment with 

this mode of behavior , this writer would cons~der introducing 
\ 

Roy to general sensate pleasure exercises . 

Subsequent sessions were devoted to further history- taking . 

It was revealed during these sessions that Roy had had no child

hood experiences in seeing a man and a woman have s exual inter

course . This fact was relevant in searching for antecedents 

to Roy ' s primary sexual fantasy. Roy's only experie nce in seeing 

a man and a woman engage in sexual activity was through X-rated 

movies. By contrast, Roy's first actual exposure to sex 

happened at age 12 when male friends, a y e ar or so olde r , had 

urged him to participate in mutual masturbation, when they took 

him to a favorite hiding place in the woods . The other boys 

began to masturbate themse lves, and one of them began to 

masturbate Roy . It was a very tense situation, as he remembered 

it , and even quite painful and irritating because of the fr i c -
' 

tion on; his penis. However, he did experience orgasm. 

Pondering this first experience , Roy in the session 

learned two things about himse] f he had not hitherto realized. 

First , he could better understand how he had fallen into a 

pattern of rapid and anxiety- prone masturbation . Second , he 

realized that this experience was evidence that he could have 

an orgasm through other means than self- masturbation . This 

l atter point was emphasize d by this writer as an important step 

in the treatment process. 
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At this juncture this writer felt it would be h e lpful to 

use dreams for further history-taking and client self

exploration. The approach used was derived from the work of 

Ann Faraday (1974), described earlier. The Faraday approach 

emphasizes the dreamer doing his own interpretation with 

rni~irnum guidance from the counselor . This is achieved , after 

the client is taught how to command his dreams and capture 

them in his memory , by leading the dreamer through three stages 

of s e lf-interpretation: the objective level of the dream, the 

symbolic leve l and the underlying Ge stalt at the end. In the 

first stage, the client is asked to look for the connection 

between the dream and any real events , usually those occurring 

on the day of the dream. The second stage explores the symbols 

in the dream. Finally, the dreame r "talks" to figures and 

objects in the dreams, playing the roles of both himself and 

the object . Success is achieved when the dreamer sees the 

dream.holistically and comes to his own conclusions about the 

new message that the unconscious has sent him. 

µoy was asked to recor d his dreams immediately upon 
j 

awakening , and the inte r p retation was produced at counseling 

sessions . To ·determine whether the interpretations seemed 

valid to Roy, he. was asked after the sessions to write down 

the dreams and their interpretation . Here are three examp l es 

in his own words : 
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Dream No. 1 : 

Description : 

I am sitting in a sterile , windowless classroom about 
to take an exam. It is very important and I am appre
hensive about it. All the students are men , but I 
don't know them . The t est proctor is also a man . 
He reads the exam question: a traf f ic signal at an 
intersection is square and con tinuously red , but 
contained wi thin it is a flashing circle of green 
light. As a driver approaching the light, what do 
you do? The question seems to be contradictory and 
unanswerable and I become more apprehensive and frus
trated . Some other students ask the proctor for 
clarification, but he says he just reads the questions 
and can ' t explain them. He is smug about it and this 
annoys me . The dream ends with a f eeling of frus 
tration and despair about the situation. 

Interpretation: 

The dream is clearly about frustration and how I 
react to it . I am frustrated most of the time in 
terms of establishing my sexual ity and meaningful 
relationships. I usually fee l alone as in the 
dream and under great pre ssure to perform well in 
some area. The red/green signal i s everything and 
everyone that has been or is frustrating to me-
bars, dating , work, psychiatrist come immediately 
to mind . The proctor reminds me of my £ather who 
was a teacher and who has not been helpful to me in 
overcoming my~stration, and, in fact , like the 
P,roctor , has added to it . The signal is the most 
important element of the dream, and I think the 
pu~pose is to tell me that things which f rustrate 
me or cause me to feel a failure may be unimportant 
~hings , which , seen objectively, are ridiculous or 
absurd . These things are sometimes or usually not 
worth getting upset about, since there is obviously 
no right or wrong answer to them. The lesson of the 
dream seems to be that one should learn this as soon 
as possible . Pass ing the exam means one recognizes 
that this situation is absurd and one shouldn't feel 
frustrated . 

Dream No . 2: 

Description : 

I am riding a bicycle at night through a wooded area 
and down a hill where the road is winding. There are 
no people or houses around at first but I am not 
a fraid . Then I pass a small group of men on the r oad 
walk ing in the opposite direction. I turn around and 
see t hem l eave the road on a path going 1nto the woods 
and l eading up to an old decaying house with no light 
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on . I b ecome excited and turn around and fol l ow 
them through the wood s to the house. Inside , I 
am on the top floor with many rooms with eaves , 
and there are many men there. They are naked and 
so am I . It is still very dark , and I move among 
the other men whom I cannot see well but looking 
at their bodies and sometimes touching them . It is 
all very exciting to me, but I feel sort o f alone 
and out of place, like an outsider. I feel tha t I 
am welcome at this house but do not feel as though 
I r ea lly belong, as if I must go back to my bicycle 
and go forth down the r oad . 

Interpretation : 

As in the dream, I feel as though I am in search of 
something, in many ways a home , a place to be1ong 
among people with whom I am comfortable . I stopped 
by this house because it seemed to be a place of men 
with a kind of forbidden excitement about it . It is 
the same sort of feeling I had when I first went to 
gay bars and sti ll have to a certain extent . The 
darkness and quietness of the house represents the 
impersonal nature of most of my experiences with men-
short-lived , usually sexual episodes . I t hink the 
dream is saying to me that while this is exciting 
for me , it is not ultimately sati sfying , and I need 
to go beyond this type of experience . I need to keep 
searching for something more personal-- for a home 
which is we ll-lit and where I want to stay . 

Dream No . 3 : 

Description : 

I enter a very dark corridor in which naked men are 
leaning against both walls. No one speaks as I work 
~Y wa y down the corridor (which I must do for some 
reason ) , touching the men and particularly their 
erections . I am nervous and excited. I want to get 
to the end of the corridor , but I also want to linger 
and enjoy the physical contact with men . 

Interpretation: 

As in the previ ous dream (which I had the same night) 
I am drawn to situations where I can experience many 
men sexually in an impersonal ~ay, since I find this 
very exciting. However , I am c learly passing through 
on my way to something else that wi ll be more satis
fying . I do not belong in this corridor for long. 
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Dreams 1, 2 and 3 were all dreamt the same night 
within a day afte r one of our sessions. I felt 
more hopeful about change and the future but v e ry 
,much trapped in an immediate s ense by the frus 
trating realities of my life--job, psychiatrist, 
memory of Tim. 

From these accounts one can see how important the dre ams 

were for Roy and for the counseling process, since they told 

him much about what he wanted and where he was in getting there . 

Other therapists, such as Kaplan (1974), have achieved usef u l 

results by discussion of dreams and fantasies and their 

relationship ~ith personal history. 

With this background, it seemed appropriate to see how 

Roy could experi~nce greater relaxation and ge ne ral pleasure 

after two we eks of abstinence from s e xual activity. The 

objective of sexuality therapy is gene rally considered not to 

be specific performance goals, but rather to take one step at 

a time in removing fears and barriers against experiencing 

general pleasure . In this sense, liberation from g oals is a 

process ,that is an end in itself, since it allows one to enjoy 

more fully whatever the present sensate pleasures may be with-
• t 

out inhibitions of future - oriented performance goals. Thus, 

one ' s sexual ene.rgy is freer to potentiate enjoyment of a 

variety of sexua l . pleasures--release, "letting go", and inte

gration of the self with the outer world in terms of love 

objects or the natural universe. 

Thus, exercises and experiences were discussed that would 

allow Roy to open up and reach out ; the se ranged from 
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quiet breathi ng exercises alone, to biking and hiking . At the 

same time it was suggested that , if he felt the need to go to 

a bar to meet people , he begin the evening with rel axation 

breathing , a warm bath, and a p l easant meal with wine. The 

objective of these suggestions was to emphasize " letting go " 

a nd " l i ving for the moment". Suggesti on s were g i ven in a slow 

and detailed fashion , asking Roy to repeat them back exactly. 

Another suggestion made was that if he were to meet someone 

with whom he wanted t o have sexua l contact , he shoul d under no 

cir cumstances aim at orgasm, a nd he shoul d refrain from mastur

bat ion with the person . More precisel y , the suggestion was to 

c oncentrate on pleasure rather than genital activit y , us i ng the 

rel axed moment--if it came--to explore. each other ' s body, giving 

general pleasuring through stroking , hugging or mere l y l ying 

c l ose to one another. 

Subsequentl y , Roy met Fred (pseudonym) who he felt was a 

ver y likable and war m person . He and Roy had severa l dates 
. 

before Roy felt like havi ng bodi l y or sexual contact . When 

t his happened , both Roy and Fred were relaxed . Roy described 
. \ 

Fred as being gentl e , caressing Roy , who , while re l axed , a l lowed 

himsel f to e n joy t hose moments without being performance-oriented. 

Fred 's mode of sexual enjoyment was, happily , one t hat was easy 

for Roy to enjoy, namely Fred rubbing his penis against Roy ' s 

b ody , demanding nothing by way of perfor mance from Roy , and not 

b e ing outwa r dly concerned a bout Roy ' s not reaching orgasm . 
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The sexual aspect of this relationship continued in this 

mode for several weeks. This development afforded Roy the 

opportunity to realize that perhaps the relationship could 
\ 

provide the same safe setting for further progress that a 

committed relationship affords Masters and Johnson in their 

work. What seemed important to this writer in the approach of 

Masters and Johnson was not the marriage or the commitment, 

but the safeness and closeness of a partner , willing to be 

open and vulnerable , asking for and getting support from the 

other person . There also seemed an opportunity for clear , open 

communications , also emphasized by Masters and Johnson. Con

sequently, several alternatives were discussed with Roy, but 

he himself came up with his own approaph, dec i ding on the next 

date to say to Fred: "I am sure you have noticed that I have 

not had an orgasm when we ' ve had sex . It is because I am 

experimenting with my sexuality and trying new things . Would 

you hel p me? " 

' ~ortunately, Fred ' s response was more than sympathetic. 

He was supportive and spontaneous , and, as a result , masturbated 

Roy td orgasm. In subsequent weeks , their love-making shifted 

to oral genital stimulation, at which time Roy experienced what 

he described as the most intense orgasm he had ever had when 

being fellated by Fred . In his words , it was like having "three 

orgasms at once" . This writer did not conceal his elation, and 

gave substantial support to Roy in his progress . 
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The relationship with Fred terminated suddenly whe n Fred 

b e came involved with someone else with whom he eventua lly fell 

in love. Actually, this turn of events opened up new oppor-
' 

tunities for Roy. Although counseling sess ions had to be 

devoted somewhat to providing suppor t for Roy in his sadne ss 

over the loss of Fred , their content also permitted a systematic 

charting of Roy ' s past relationships. Roy realized tha t the 

facts were not in keeping with his notion that Fred was only 

the last of a long string of people who had rejected him . Roy 

had done his own rejecting too , he rea lized. Having reached 

the point of not blaming himself for Fred ' s departure, and 

realizing that he was not that attached t o Fred in the first 

p l ace, Roy was ready for new directions in the counseling 

process . 

Roy was apprehensive about returning to abstinence from 

masturbation since he did not feel he could easily do it without 

a lot of anxie ty , frustration and sexual t ension. A middle 

course was sugge sted between abstine nce and the masturbatory 

pattern of his past, na mely for Roy to give himself full per-
' I 

mission to masturbate , and, when doing so , to enjoy it to the 

fullest , but wi~hout masturbating as often as he had in the p ast . 

While masturbating , Roy was encouraged to explore his body and 

to find new pleasure po ints and styles . Again , the emphasis 

was on general pleasure thr ough "letting go". 

In . discussing this new program, an educational approach 

was used . As Masters and Johnson ' s experience frequently shows, 
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Roy was totally ignorant of the re fractory period and the need 

for the body to find its own unique ebb and flow of sexuality . 

As he described it, this new understanding of basic physiology, 
\ 

particularly his own body rhythms, was like "opening up a new 

door". 

In succeeding s ess ions p leasure-producing experiences 

were discussed . This writer talked about wha t Ms . de Moya terms 

an individual I s "option quotient " (Note 3) . '11his is defined as 

the range of different experiences which lead to various kinds 

of pleasure . The range might include simple touching, hugging 

and f eeling the breeze on one ' s body; in other words, not 

exclusively gen~tal or other sexual activi ty. 

As a result of this discussion , Roy ' s masturbati on ex

periences changed quite dramatical l y . · He discovered that using 

a l ubricant while touching his body and stroking his penis was 

highly enjoyable . For the first time he experienced a pleasant 

sensation in hi s penis. Instead of the past pattern of quick, 

hard , pounding hand stimulation, he began to utilize his 

knowledge of the male s exual response (shown to him from the 
. 

1 966 Masters and Johnson t ext) to allow himse lf to reach 

excitement grad~ally , stretch out the plateau period , stop , 

become excited again , e xperience plateau in ever heightening 

sensual intens ity , and, finally , greater release in orgasm than 

experienced heretofore . The pain and tension associated with 

masturbation was replaced by pleasure. 
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In t he middle of the third month of counseling, Roy 

combined the above-described exercises with other re l axation 

modes : baths, sunbathing , tenni s. Fascina ted by r eferences 

to Lowen ' s work, he borrowed this writer ' s copy of Bioenergetics 

(197 5) , and was particularly struck by the passages on the use 

fulness of "reaching out ". The book was me aningful to Roy 

be cause , as he put it, he felt as i f it we r e written for and 

about him. 

Gradually, even Roy ' s attitude about his primary fantasy 

changed . When he decided to go back t o his personal history 

and recall an even more det a iled picture of the fantasy, h e 

reali zed that his focus was always on the male; this insight 

liberated him from the fear that it was a heterosexual f antasy. 

In masturbation , he began to become aware of ne w sensations 

in his body. He de scribed how h e felt pleasurable sensations 

move from the groin area to his l egs . Even tua lly, the sen

sations spread throughout his body; he also began to experience 

these sensations on the side of his penis , midway up the shaft, 

which had never happened before . In one session , he described 
. \ 

a masturbation experience in which :1e fantasized having sex with 

the man in the couple fantasy, and his ejaculate was thicker 

and creamier, and the pleasure more intense t han it had ever 

been. 

In addition to encouraging Roy's s e nse of progress, this 

write r also tried to integrate this progress with othe r aspe cts 

of Roy's psycho- social dynamics. Sessions we re devoted to 

discussions about sharing and g iving as the se modes of 
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re l atedness contras ted with the narrower perspective of merely 

going to bars to p i c k up t h e "right" man . At this point , Roy 

' began to meet quite a f ew ne w peopl e and to e n joy them as 

friends, without feeling t he pressure to have sex wi t h them or 

to wonde r whe ther it would result in an ongoing relatio n s hip . 

As it h appened , he met some one to whom he was attracted, and, 

probably because it was a situation wi thout pressure or goals , 

he succeeded for the first time in achi eving orgasm through anal 

i ntercourse in which h e was the pene tra ting partner. Equally 

significant , -Roy was able to acknowle dge that his not wanting 

to pursue contact with this person was based on his own fee ling 

of a " l ack of the right chemistry " , and not rejection by the 

other . He began to understand that previous re l ationships , 

which he had assumed to have ended because of rejection by 

the other , could also be understood more simply as "lac k o f the 

right chemistry". Thus, his victim self-image b egan to be 

reversed . 

In: the fourth month of counse ling, it seemed appr opria te 

t o r ea.ssure Roy that he should not expect a lway s to have 

sexual success, and not to r egard sex as a mechanical "pus h the 

button" activity . The k ey to experiencing f ailures was the 

same as for successes : relax and allow every moment to be 

whatever it is without fear or expectation of the future . 

The best summary of this case comes from Roy ' s own 

words a bout the counseling e xperience : 
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What have I gotten out of the counseling sessions 
so far? These are i dea s in the fo rm of g r a dually 
crys talliz ing one s , roughly in t h e ordef that I 
focused on the m. Some a re still not str ongly 
he l d beliefs or ideas which I can easily put into 
practice . \ 

1. I l earned that what I believe to b e problems 
(e.g ., masturbation, male-female fantasie s , pro
longe d sadness over rejection), may not be prob l ems 
in themselves but my thinking of the m as problems 
crea tes r ea l ones (e.g ., inhibitions , fear of 
r e lationships , d epression) . I bega n to fee l this 
way after the f i rst two or three sessions. 

2 . I learned that I could mastur bate l ess often 
and e xperience stronger feelings of s exual need and 
desire . I felt this way after the first few sessions , 
also at the time I was beginning to see Fred. 

3. I learne d that I am on a continuing journey and 
not trapped in a hope l ess , static situat i on ; thi s 
rea li zation came with t h e decreasing masturbation , 
the ability to b e masturbated by Fred and t he 
dream interpretation work we did during ear l y to 
mid-June . 

4 . I l earned that sexual pleasure involves the 
entire body and need not involve orgasm. This came 
from being with Fred a nd having various parts of 
my body stimulated and finding this enjoyable but 
not having an orgasm until the third time we slept 
together . 

5 . I learned to rela x with a s exu al partner and not 
to. fee l tha t I must d o certain things or that I must 
ha've an orgasm, experiencing s e v e ral n e w type s o-f-
pleasurable sensations . 

6 . I l earned that people who re j ect me a re not 
nece ssarily dissatisfied with me sexua lly or in any 
other r espect . 

7. I l earned that i t is best to be honest with people 
at all l evels and stages of a relationship, thereby 
avoiding situations in which I am uncomfortable, and 
therefore inhibited , uptight , afraid , annoyed , etc. 

8 . I l earned that it is important t o be more giving 
t oward others (less concerned with my own nee ds) and 
to channel my e nergie s int o activities which are not 
goal- oriented bu t which can be e njoyed in themselves . 
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Concluding Observations 

At least in the case of Roy , it would appear that most of 

the new helping approaches used in treating problems of 

heterosexua l couples are directly transferable to individual 

male-oriented men. They can be summarized as referring to the 

following conce pts elaborated earlier in the Maste rs and Johnson 

model : 

helping the client remove his self-imposed 
pressures for specific goal-directed per
formance 

assisting in removing the fear of inadequacy 

offering alternatives to the client of initial 
abstinence from orgasmic and other specific 
sexual behavior in favor of experimenting with 
general sensate pleasure and relaxation 

replacing myths and misconceptions about sexual 
and bodily functioning with basic physiological 
information 

suggesting specific exercises and actions 

taking personal history throughout the counse ling 

demonstrating the usefulness of open, frank 
communication between partners , allowing oneself 
to be vulnerable a nd to ask for help 

giving strong encourage ment and praise for progress 

helping inte grate sexual progress with the entire 
psycho-social personality dynamics 

The differences that existed in the case study were not 

handicaps : 1) Roy was not referred by his analyst; 2) he was 

not in a continuing relationship ; and 3) Roy was seen in weekly 

sessions rather than in an isolated setting for an intensive 

two-week period devoted solely to exchanging pleasure in a 
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relationship . It should be no ted in this r~gard that others 

have reported success in treating sexual problems through 

brie f weekly meetings (Meyer , 1 975) . 

The case also illustrate s the usefulness of other new 

helping approaches discussed earlier: 

Faraday ' s self-interpretation methods of 
dream analysis both f or exploration o f 
unconscious and "inner " wants, and for 
history-taking 

Rogerian reflective listening 

f eedback on be lief systems , and contrasting 
them with real i ty i n much the way Ellis , 
Glasser and Arica do 

relaxation a nd other Arica t echnique s f o r 
heightened bodily and spiritua l awareness 
and growth 

Some questions remain: 

Is it important that the counselor of a male-oriented 
man also h ave that same orientation? 

Can such counseling be successful when there is not 
even a short term r e lationship or occasional partner, 
such as a sex surrogate? 

• What differences do age and race of the c lient make? 

~his writer can only speculate on the answers to the se 

que stions pending further r esearch. Experience with clients 

olde r than Roy have be gun to answer the question as to age , 

showing that it may not be cruci al . The comf ort expressed 

by gay clients to a gay counselor indicate that, at this stage 

of this modality, same-sex orientation is important in estab-

lishing trust. In time , a more accepting society and a more 
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widespread treatment modality may make this orientation 

unnecessary . 

The author f eels strongly that trust and willingness to 

be vulnerable are imp ortant factors in success with trea tme nt. 

The connection betwee n sex and emotional attachment or love 

seem too strong to risk experimentation with surrogates 

unless that trust and vulnerability can be established somehow . 

Finally, one essential point emerges : pe ople want to relate 

freely and close ly with others , thus releasing not only their 

own needs to be themselves but also their instincts for loving , 

caring and giving. In this respect , sexual behavior among 

peopl e is on ly one way of relating and achieving pleasure and 

fulf illment . 
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